
11094: "trash collected in sweden mostly during election time finding most of it 

while walking in the nearby town of södertälje with several stands representing 

different  parties  but  also  finding  different  muslim  related  fliers  and  more 

commercial fliers after walking in stockholm amusement park"

11095: "still some trash collected in sweden at the beginning of the autumn with 

still some election related fliers but mostly commercial trash collected while at 

my parents' place in the small city of vicenza and even in padua walking around 

with myrthe"

11096:  "some  trash  collected  while  in  sweden  walking  through  södertälje  and 

stockholm but most of the trash found in the netherlands during my long staying 

there collecting fliers from both the utrecht sidewalk but also from breda walking 

alone while leaving myrthe to work"

11097: "walking mostly around the city of gothenburg while leaving myrthe with 

her friend and collecting quite some trash there like tourist fliers and later 

also picking some trash while in the netherlands mostly on my way to the park to 

run before the bad weather got picking trash quite difficult"

16072: "real gray and boring november weather in sweden but then going to the 

netherlands to find a nicer and crispier weather which also allowed me to go and 

run but then also experiencing and heavy storm driving to a small airport in 

germany and finding a beautiful sun while with august in his island followed by 

days of snow and a more interesting weather in stockholm with several sunny days 

allowing us to go for small walks and enjoying the few hours of light"

18068: "a month with relatively low wind and even quite warm wind experienced in 

the netherlands but also a very heavy wind driving to germany to catch a flight 

back to sweden where the wind was very low also when walking with august prior 

christmas and even during christmas back to the netherlands"

05071: "a month of little walking done mostly in utrecht and also a bit in the 

city of nijmegen but also a bit while in sweden walking through stockholm and with 

august in his island to do grocery and in södertälje during christmas where i also 

walked a long way with an heavy bag to the train station to reach myrthe for 

christmas day walking a bit in belgium with her and later in maastricht on our way 

to church"

01132: "a month started with little activities having no house where to live but 

then doing some work in myrthe's new house and also at august's place rearranging 

the room i made for him and then doing mostly computer work for my thesis and 

exhibitions to at last going to the netherlands for christmas eve and driving down 

to italy to do a lot of work in our new mountain cottage as well as doing outdoor 

work to clean up our fire wood place"



04061: "a month with a lot of readjusting to do having set my big room for rent and 

feeling a bit distressed to begin with to move to my guest room and later also 

feeling not so happy in the netherlands over christmas but slowly getting happier 

moving to my new house in the alps and feeling worry there about it but then 

having a very nice time with myrthe exploring around and feeling happy with one 

another later also feeling quite happy with a swedish artist friend over getting a 

bit scared of the mountain heights and feeling distressed about it over night"

08051: "story written over a long time and inspired by the winter animals and 

cows still observed while with my son and particularly relating to the american 

buffalo and my trip to buffalo cities a few years ago when i got really surprised 

of the strong american recession and the increasing repopulation of wild life"

15061: "a beginning of the month with no so much pollution other than mostly the 

usual bad air inhaled when walking with august next to the truck gallery next to 

my place in sweden and then also inhaling a bit of bad air driving down to italy 

but mostly inhaling a lot of smoke not being able to start the stove in my new 

mountain apartment till at last myrthe and i managed to get it going properly and 

finally mostly inhaling traffic pollution while driving her to the airport or 

simply walking with a swedish friend across vicenza after several days of fresh 

and pure air up high in the mountains"

14089: "ideas got while mostly in the netherlands spending a rather cold summer 

vacation with myrthe's working most of the time and getting quite some ideas 

related to our making love and to generally and the dutch context also visiting 

the countryside and seeing mills there and later going to england and getting 

ideas exploring the countryside context there"

17050: "a month spent mostly with august picking him from school and also now 

walking particularly to the south of stockholm for some work there and observing 

clouds also while running or going over to jacek studio looking at cloud there by 

the lake detecting several knights and babies but also cowboys and different 

animals"

05072: "not so much walking to begin with due to the northern european weather 

but then driving with myrthe to our new mountain cottage in italy and walking 

quite a bit in the city of trento to then also visit my parents in asiago and 

taking a longer walk there and even trying to walk up the novegno mountain behind 

our place but don't really managing till at last having a swedish artist friend 

coming over and with him doing a lot of walking up also very much improvised up 

and down the mountains and even through the pasubio galleries till at last going 

back to sweden and doing a little walking with august in the gray södertälje prior 

visiting  myrthe  and  talking  nice  small  walk  both  in  utrecht  and  later  in 

maastricht also walking a bit with his brother on the hills"

16073: "a month with many different weathers driving with a snow storm to our



mountain cottage in italy and then experiencing a very sunny period both in my 

native asiago and in santa caterina exploring the many mountains there and also 

experiencing the too hot winter weather in vicenza before going back to snowy 

sweden and later move to holland finding a cold humid weather with some nice sunny 

days"

18069:  "experiencing  a  lot  of  strong  wind  particularly  in  the  night  in  our 

mountain cottage in italy making all the trash out and even a roof covering some 

sand flying and also experiencing a strong wind walking with a swedish friend up 

the novegno mountain detecting many forces based on its exposure and at last also 

experiencing quite some wind both while in sweden and particularly in utrecht 

going out with myrthe for a pizza at night"




